Operational aspects of the RHIC rf system are described. To date three different beam combinations have been collided for physics production: gold-gold, deuterongold, and proton-proton(polarized).[l.2] To facilitate this flexibility the rf systems of the two rings are independent and self-suilicient. [3] Techniques to cope. with problems such as, injectiodcapture, beam loading, bunch shortening, and rf,poise have evolved and are explained.
revolution frequency equals the AGS bunch frequency when it bas 4 bunches. Also every 4 turns of RHIC the same bunch aligns with a given bucket in RHIC. The hardware(41 that orchestrates the fill process is composed of four Direct Digital &mthesizers which share a common source clock and %re synchronously started on an "cogging reset" event which precedes each till. Table 1 list the clocks and gives their function. The phases of the kicker trigger and synchro reference clock advance appropriately between bunch transfers. Since the bunches are locked to the synchro reference clock they follow its phase change by making a radial (frequency) excursion. A Time Interval analyzer monitors and logs the time between the bunch and the kicker at each extraction. 
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The bunches of the two rings are separated longitudinally at injection to prevent beam-beam interaction, This requires that the two rings have exactly the same capture frequency and that the phase of RevTick clocks are preset. The exact frequency match can be achieved with no more than 1 mm difference in average orbit radius between the, rings. The phase of the 19Frev synchro reference clock is adjusted to insure that the beamis injected into the center of the RHIC rf buckets.
RAMPS
The ramp rate to lOO.GeV/nucleon is modest (dyldt4) because the magnets are superconducting. A constant rf voltage of about 300 kV is supplied by two cavities which operate at a synchronous phase of less than 4 degrees. The voltage requirement follows from the necessary bucket area of > I eVdn. The ion beams must cross the transition energy and the machine is equipped with fast transition-jump quadrupoles. The only special demand for the rf system is to provide a smooth phase reference to the beam control loops during the phase jump of the cavities.
Acceleration Cavities
The acceleration cavities are equipped with direct rf feedback with >38 dB gain. This feedback is essential for reducing the effective impedance below the threshold for instability. The practical gain is not limited by loop delay but by transients that occur when the cavity is, switched on/off,'phase jump at transition, or multipactoring. The driver amplifiers have been upgraded to units that tolerate mismatch during transients. Cavities need to be conditioned against multipactoring for several days before the run starts. Gradual de-conditioning occurs over a time scale of months but the rf'feedback helps break through multipactoring. To condition the cavities the rf feedback loop is opened ria a remotely controlled transfer switch. 
Landau Cavities
High intensity bunches (-l0"charges) in RHIC are clearly unstable, exhibiting shape oscillations without -_ --damping for many millions of tums. [7] Proton bunches are stabilized by switching on one of the 197 MHz storage cavities at 100 kV to enhance synchrotron frequency spread and provide Landau damping. This Landau cavity is used throughout the ramp.
REBUCKETING
In local jargon "rebucketing" [SI refers to the process of compressing the bunch in length and transferring it from the 28 MHz system to the 197MHz storage system. A compression ratio of two or more is required. The technique ofjumping to the unstable fixed point and back is most oflen used. The phase loop is active during the rebucketing to damp dipole oscillations (common cavities off). The precise set points for the relative phases of the storage cavities were obtained empirically by scanning the phases and measuring the synchrotron frequency to very high precision (0.1 %) from longitudinal Schottky signals at 2.7 GHz.l91
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Th%,"., Figure 1 . Evolution of the hunch shape during rebucketing. The hunch shape distortions begin 4 seconds before the gymnastic when the dampers are withdrawn.
Strategy to combat beam loademittance growth
Beam loading is a major problem causing longitudinal emittance growth in the seconds just before rebucketing. When the storage cavities are at very low voltage while the tuning servo settles, a rapid onset of bunch shape distortions is seen ( figure I ). . switch-odoff, and development of a software application find that in practice the noise floor is dominated by the -
